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Abstract--We describe results from a program of speckle interferometry with two-dimensmnal infrared

array detectors. Analysis of observations of r/Carinae made with a 58 x 62 InSb detector are discussed.

The data have been analyzed _rlth both the Labeyrle autocorrelation method, a deconvolutton of

sfilft-and-add data. and a phase restoration process. Development of a new camera based on a much lower

llolse HgCdTe detector v.fll lead to a significant improvement in limiting magmtude for IR speckle

interferometry

I. INTRODUCTION

Speckle interferometry is a technique to obtain spatial information on astronomical sources at

spatial frequencies up to the true diffraction limit of a ground-based telescope in spite of

atmospheric seeing limitations. The pioneering work of Labeyrie m in this field delineated the basic

ideas of speckle interferometry. In principle, one obtains a sequence of short exposure images of

an object as well as a nearby point source calibrator. The observed power spectrum of the object

divided by that of the calibrator then provides an estimate of the true power spectrum of the object

with the effects of seeing removed. In order to recover a true image of the object, rather than just

its power spectrum (or autocorrelation in image space), various techniques have been developed

for estimating the phase of the Fourier components of the image. For example the

Knox-Thompson technique ':_ is based on averaging the gradient of the phase which is much less

affected by seeing than the actual phase. Similarly, the triple correlation bispectral technique _31takes

advantage of the phase constancy around a closed triangle in Fourier space, "'phase closure".

In this paper we report on the results of speckle interferometry obtained with two dimensional

infrared array detectors. These data have been obtained on several telescopes over the period 1988

to the present, though most of the work described in this paper is from one observing run. We

discuss the instrumentation used, data acquisition techniques, and three methods of analyzing the

data to estimate the image up to the full diffraction limit of the telescope. We also mention results

from the first testing of a new, second generation infrared array detector for speckle interferometric

observing.

II. INSTRUMENTATION

Most of our work has been done with a 58 x 62 pixel array manufactured by Santa Barbara

Research Center specifically for IR astronomy. This InSb array is sensitive from 1 to 5.5/_m, has

a quantum efficiency, Q.E. > 50%, and a read noise of about 400 electrons. The array was used

with optics which provided a plate scale of ~0.05"/pixel. This system has been used on the

McDonald Observatory 2.7-m telescope, the NASA 3.0-m IRTF, the University of Hawaii 2.2-m,

and Anglo Australian Observatory 3.9-m telescopes. The observations discussed here were all

obtained on the latter telescope with broadband filters at H (1.6/am), K (2.2/am), and L'(3.8/am).

In addition to this system, we have recently developed a speckle camera based on a NICMOS 3
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HgCdTc detector _rom l?,ock_cil _illcil has a 256 . 256 plxei Iormut ,ind i,_ ,onslti_,c (rom 1 to

2.5 _rn :lnd h4s a rc4d ncq'.,c _q order :0 electrons, l-his s,,stem has i',ccn used ,,n one ell_tn¢crln_

run on the Mcl)onaid 2.7-m telescope tn poor _cather conditions: x_c :_,entlon prcJlmlnar\ TCStlJtS

Irom this run.

III. SPECKLE ()BSERVIN(._ TECHNIOUES

The single most Important factor in speckle observing is to obtain a _ood statistical average of

the seeing. We t',plcaJl,, took 4 sequence of 500-1000 short exposure images on the object of interest

(100ms integration tlmeL and then a similar length set of images on a knov, n reference point

source, as close m angular distance as possible to the prime source. Interspersed with these

observations s_ere sequences on empty sky and on a "'blank" position of the filter ,,,,:heel in order

to obtain i]at held information and to characterize the limiting noise "'floor" of the observations.

Because of limitations in the data system, principally disk storage and backup times, the time

between observations of the object and reference point source was t.vpically several minutes. The

_otal data obtained at each _va_eJength was of order a dozen such sets of 1000 images.

IV. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

We have used three separate techniques to obtain information on the unusual IR star, _1 Carinae.

which was observed at the Anglo Australian Telescope in 1989 May. For all three technique:: the

first step of the data reduction is correction for bad pixels. We found that a polynomial

interpolation, averaged along four directions through each bad pixeL though time consuming,

provided the best corrections.

The first technique is the original Labeyrie speckle process; the images are Fourier transformed

(with a function applied to insure zero flux at the edges of each frame_ and the modulus of the

Fourier transform computed. The average modulus for a large number of frames of q Carinae is

then found. After similar processing for the calibration object, the q Carinae modulus is divided

by that for the calibrator. An inverse Fourier trans(orm of this gives the autocorrelation of the

source image, tn principle, prior to this division, the noise "'bias" is subtracted from both the object

and calibrator moduli; that is. the modulus of the system noise is subtracted from each to insure

that the division at high spatial frequencies is not affected by differing SN in the two objects. In

the case of these observations, the SN was so high for both objects that this step produced no

significant changes in the final results.

The second technique involves deconvolving a "'shift-and-add" sum of the images. In this

method, we recenter each image of the object, putting the brightest part in the center of the frame.

In our case we used an alogrithm which chose the brightest 4-pixel square as the center of the image.

For images with only a few speckles, this technique can produce nearly diffraction limited images

with no further processing. In our case. because a typical image still had tens of speckles, we used

the "'Clean" algorithm to deconvolve the _/Carinae images using the shift-and-add images of the

point source as the dirty beam. For "'cleaning" the image was rebinned to a factor of four higher

apparent resolution, i.e. 248 x 232 pixels. It was found that beyond a few hundred iterations, no

significant changes occurred in the derived image. The result of the Clean algorithm is an array

of delta functions of various amplitudes representing the deconvolved map. In order to present this

result in a meaningful way, we then reconvolved this array with a Gaussian beam having a FWHM

comparable to that of the telescope's diffraction limit.

The third technique for image reconstruction involves the Knox-Thompson algorithm for phase

retrieval. In the original Labeyrie method, if a method can be found to determine the phases as

well as the amplitudes of the individual Fourier components, then the true image, rather than its

autocorretation can be computed. Our technique entails computing the gradient of the phase at



each,;patlal frequency m both dimensions. For this method _t _s unportant to center each _magc

_n an a_erage po_ver sense before Fourmr translormmg. The computed phase ,.:radients arc ',rlen

averaged o_er a lar_,e number or frames. The acmai phase as a funcuon ol spatm] Irequcnc?, > _hen

computed x_a a conjugate gradient solution _hlch produces a bast squares esumate or the phase

consistent ,.,,ith the overconstrained gradients. _ Since the true Fourier _ransform o{ a real-_a[ued

tuncuon should be Hermittan. we then a_eraged the Imaginary parts of the FFT at posmxe and

negau_e frequencies and artificially "'anti-svmmetrized'" the phase: this typicall,, produced small

changes to the linal derived phase, but had the _mportant effect of eliminating all imaginary

components m the final image. One significant problem m true image reconstrucm)n is that ringing

in the Iinal image can be easily produced, since small errors in the Iinal phases and amplitudes

readih lead to negative (unphysical} points in :l_e image. [n order to minimize this problem we

apodize the Fourier amplitudes with a function _ hich goes to zero at the highest spatial rrequencies

passed by the telescope. Therefore. the Fourier components with the largest uncertainties. _hose

at the highest spatial frequencies, are highb attenuated in the final image.

We find that each of these three techniques produces results which are qualitatively similar to

each other but with some noticeable differences in terms of the quantitative levels of faint emission

around _he central object and in the structure of the no_se in the final image. These differences can

be readih understood in terms of the differing limiting resolutions of the techniques and the

Iimitauons of the algorithms. Figure I compares the results of these techniques as applied to our

data on _TCarinae at 2.2 #m: the upper two panels show the autocorrelation of the image as derived

by the original Labeyrie technique {Autocorr Specklel and. for direct comparison _ktth the

deconvolution technique, the autocorrelation of the deconvolved image. In the lower panel _e show

the actual image deconvolved from the shift-and-add data and the image derived from the
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Fig, 2.

Knox-Thompson phase restoration process. Both of the image reconstructions show cxtended

emission on an angular scale of order 0.3-0.4" to the northwest of the central bright unresolved

source and somewhat weaker emission to the southeast. The Knox-Thompson image, however,

appears to exhibit some structure reminiscent of an Airy diffraction pattern; indeed, the radius of

the dark and bright partially complete circular structures around the central source in that image

are just the sizes expected at this wavelength from diffraction theory. Theretbre. the derived image

appears to be something of a convolution of the true image and a telescope diffraction pattern.

This can be easily understood because of the nature of the reconstruction process; if there is some

difference in the seeing between the average object data and the point source data. then this will

lead to incomplete cancellation of the telescope point spread function in the final image. Because

the Clean algorithm is inherently highly non-linear, this effect does not occur, though other types

of noise effects certainly do exist.

Figure 2 shows the results of the deconvolution technique for all three wavelengths at which we

observed, Carinae. As expected for any object in which a radial temperature gradient exists, the
f



IR _pecK[e mterlerometr_ :_]

size or" the image cieari_ increases with v_a_,elength. It is ditficuh to comp:lre tilese images wtth those

derived by other tecnn]ques and at other wavelengths because of differing :regular resolutions and

differing sensltt'¢mes :o structure over a range of angular _caies. It is iikelv significant, however.

that the optical speckle image of_l Car found by Hofmann and Wei_,ei{" _hows its only structure

on a scale of 0.2-0.3" _o the northwest of the star, in the same direction and at roughly the same

distance as our strongest emission. The .3.8 lzm image of Rigaut et aL 16) obtained with adaptive

optics shows extended structure _1" northeast and 0.7" ,,outheast of the central source: because

of the smaller telescope and significantly longer wavelength, however. :hose data are not sensitive

to structure at the 0.2" spatial scale.

V. NICMOS 3 DETECTOR RESULTS

We have obtained preliminary speckle interferometric data using one quadrant (128 x 128) of

a NICMOS 3 array on the McDonald Observatory 2.7-m telescope. Because of clouds and very

poor seeing, 3_," :he data are not useful astronomically. We are. hov,'ever, analyzing the data on

point sources and double stars to compare with earlier data from the SBRC array. These analyses

suggest that we can achieve the factor of 10 improvement m noise implied by the reiative readout

noises of the two s',stems. Further observations are expected in 1993 August.
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